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Reduce mill set-up time by 180h/year

Increase yield up to 5%

Phase 5

Avoid loss when rolling a high-tolerance short production lot in
which every piece needs to be perfect
Monitor slow drifts in the tube characteristics during long
production runs caused by wear in the mill.

The Lut 2.0 thickness gauge continuously monitors production and
helps operators ensure that the mill is operating at full capacity.

New standard

Get the Lut 2.0
advantage

Thickness variation <7%

Reduce losses >10,000t/year

Real-time monitoring 

Safer work environment
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Alexandre Nadeau
CEO - Tecnar

Tecnar’s spirit of innovation began with my father's
passion for solving practical challenges with breakthrough
technology. Today, Tecnar is still a family-owned company
that thrives at the leading edge of our industry. And we
still take pride in developing products that deliver value the
moment they arrive at our clients’ facilities.



Laser
ultrasonics

The only technology to detail
true wall thickness
measurement.

Tecnar has over 20 years of experience implementing non-contact
ultrasonic thickness gauges in hot seamless tube mills. 

The Lut 2.0 is engineered to provide the most accurate wall
thickness information in a robust, low-maintenance package.

Why should you choose 
the Lut 2.0
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Proprietary
hardware

The Lut 2.0 core units are built
around Tecnar’s proprietary
designs and engineered to
achieve one goal: bulletproof
reliability.

User-friendly
software

Web-based interface and
advanced analytical tools help
track and improve your mill
performances.

Innovations

Innovations that set it apart



Laser ultrasonics is a non-contact measurement technique that
combines the precision of ultrasound with the flexibility and long
working distance associated with optical systems.

With each laser shot, the Lut 2.0 probes a small, localized, volume
of the tube to achieve direct single-wall thickness readings with
the highest spatial resolution in the industry.

Key advantages of 
laser ultrasound

True wall thickness measurement

Direct eccentricity assessment

Not affected by tube vibration

Learn more about
the key advantages

of laser ultrasound

4Innovations

Compatible with a mandrel

Sensitive within 10μm variation

No harmful radiation or hazardous waste



Innovations

Proprietary hardware
The Lut 2.0 is all about bulletproof reliability.

To achieve this one goal, Tecnar has developed its own laser
ultrasonic core units by leveraging the experience of over 25 
Lut 1.0 gauges in more than 15 seamless tube mills around the globe.
The Lut 2.0 is the next step in seamless tube wall thickness
monitoring.

Learn more
about the

proprietary hardware
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Marathon™
generation laser

 
The generation laser is the hammer

that generates the ultrasonic
probing pulse. Located directly over

the tube on the production line, it
must be extremely rugged to

withstand the harsh environment.

Hardware

PDL™ detection
laser

Tecnar is the world leader in industrial
laser ultrasonics for one solid reason:
the PDL, our proprietary, high-power,

pulsed-detection laser. To this day,
the PDL is the only laser of its kind in

the world.
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Learn more
about the

Marathon™

Learn more
about the

PDL™



TWM™ ultrasonic
detector

The Lut 2.0 TWM detector, based on
two-wave mixing technology, does
not require active stabilization. It is
naturally immune to ambient
vibrations, making it especially well
suited for the rough environment of
seamless tube mills.

Hardware

7 Innovations

Learn more
about the
TWM™

Durabeam™

Durabeam technology isolates all
optical components from the
environment while maintaining
serviceability in the field, ensuring
long-term reliability and low-
maintenance costs for the Lut 2.0
inspection probe.

Learn more
about the
Durabeam™



Inspection
probe

This rugged, thermally insulated and
water-cooled inspection probe can
withstand the worst conditions in a

seamless pipe mill. What’s more, it’s
resistant to vibration, heat, water,

dust and oil to keep working no
matter what.

Small 
footprint

Finding space to squeeze in new
equipment on a hot seamless tube line

is always a challenge. To address 
this issue, only the Lut compact

positioning device, equipped with an
inspection probe, is installed in close

proximity to the mill.
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Learn more
about the

inspection probe

Learn more
about the

small footprint



The Lut 2.0 thickness gauge continuously monitors tube production
to attain better mill yield. With the Lut 2.0 user interface, operators
have access to critical information such as tube profiles, radial
cross-section, average values and production trends.

Get the Lut software
advantage

Learn more
about the
Lut 2.0
software

Tube profiles
Radial cross-section
Average values 
Production trends

The Lut 2.0 user interface gives
operators access to critical
information such as:
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Performance9

Cross-rolling
processes 

Best suited for rotary
processes, such as reeler or
Assel mills, the Lut 2.0 SPF

provides full cross-sectional
coverage along the entire
length of the tubes with a

single probe.

Three-high
roll mills

Specifically designed for
three-high roll mills, the Lut
2.0 TPS provides the data

required to adjust the most
critical rolling parameters. The
three probes can complete an
entire cross-sectional scan in

less than two seconds.

Two-high 
roll mills 

Specifically designed for two-
high roll mills, the Lut 2.0 DPS
provides the data required to
adjust the most critical rolling
parameters. The two probes

can complete an entire cross-
sectional scan in less than

two seconds.

Longitudinal
processes

With the Lut 2.0 SPS,
operators can set the probe

to take a wall thickness
profile at any fixed angular
position around the tube.

Designed for modern mandrel
mills, this model is a lower-
cost alternative to the TPS

and DPS rapid scanning
models. 

Meet our product
The Lut 2.0 is offered in four different configurations to give you the best features
for your application:
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Lut 2.0 TPS/
Triple Probe Scanner

Models11

Sizing and stretch-reducing
mills
PQF®, FQM™ and any other
3-roll stand retained
mandrel mills

Ideal for:

High spatial resolution provides the best cross-sectional profile
possible 
Scanning unit completes an entire cross-sectional profile in under two
seconds
Three measurement probes positioned 120° apart are aligned with the
main rolling axis
Small footprint: as little as 1400 mm x 3000 mm of floor space is
required
No tube guiding required
Built to sustain direct tube impact 
Integrated turnkey equipment with all support systems included.

Triple probe scanning and positioning device

Learn more
about the
Lut 2.0 TPS



Lut 2.0 DPS/
Dual Probe Scanner

High spatial resolution provides the best-cross sectional profile
possible 
Scanning unit completes an entire cross-sectional profile in under two
seconds
Two measurement probes, positioned 180° apart, are aligned with the
main rolling axis
Not affected by a mandrel. Can be installed directly at the exit of the
mill
Small footprint: as little as 1200 mm x 3000 mm of floor space is
required
No tube guiding required
Built to sustain direct tube impact 
Integrated turnkey equipment with all support systems included.

Dual probe scanning and positioning device
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MPM - Multistand Pipe Mills
Continuous mandrel mills

Ideal for:

Learn more
about the
Lut 2.0 DPS



Lut 2.0 SPS/
Single Probe Scanner

Models13

Sizing mills
Stretch reducers
Retained mandel mills

Ideal for:

Scanning unit completes an entire cross-sectional profile in under
six seconds
Position probe at any fix angle
Not affected by a mandrel. Can be installed directly at the exit of
the mill.
Small footprint with as little as 1200 mm x 3000 mm of floor space
is required
No tube guiding required
Built to sustain direct tube impact 
Integrated turnkey equipment with all support systems included.

Single probe scanning and positioning device

Learn more
about the
Lut 2.0 SPS



Lut 2.0 SPF/
Single Probe Fixed

Modular online support structure is easily adapted to any production
line
Fully motorized support structure
Small footprint: as little as 500 mm x 500 mm of floor space is
required
No tube guiding required. Typically, no modifications to the line are
necessary.
Built to sustain direct tube impact 
Integrated turnkey equipment with all support systems included.

Single probe fixed
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Assel mill
Reeler mill
Rotary sizer
Piercing mill

Ideal for:

Learn more
about the
Lut 2.0 SPF



Ovako
Getting the most for your money

When the time came to replace their aging gamma-ray thickness
gauges installed on tube mill 4 & 5, Ovako selected the Lut 2.0 as
their new standard for online thickness monitoring. Taking
advantage of their cross rolling sizing mill, Ovako installed the 
Lut 2.0 SPF at the last step of the manufacturing process, enabling
them to achieve full cross-sectional wall thickness measurement
coverage and highly accurate eccentricity monitoring with a single
probe.

Safer work
environment

 

 by replacing gamma-ray
based gauges with Lut 2.0

units

Accurate
eccentricity
monitoring

 

 by taking advantage of
cross rolling processes to 
get full surface coverage

Accurate
thickness

profile
 

 vital for tube mills with
short production lots and
hundreds of product sizes
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Benteler
Reliable and easy to maintain

“In 2017, we decided to replace our Lut with the new generation: 
the Lut 2.0. The main driver behind this decision was that the Lut 2.0
uses a diode-based laser that doesn’t require any flashlamp
replacements and needs little maintenance. The system was
installed in the fall of 2017. Since its commissioning, the system met
our requirements for reliability, yielding industrial availability in
excess of 98%.” 

" After almost two years of operation, we at Benteler are very
pleased with the Lut 2.0. We recommend the product to any
seamless line who wants to improve productivity and achieve higher
wall thickness tolerance on their product."

M. Thomas Michels Hot Rolling/Cold Drawing Mill Plant Manager

Fully
automated,
closed-loop,
wall thickness
control
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Baosteel
Innovative technology

In 2019, Baosteel took advantage of the Lut demonstration platform
and performed a complete, long-term, evaluation of the Lut 2.0. The
wall thickness gauge was installed at the exit of the mandrel mill at
Baosteel’s seamless pipe factory in Baoshan, China. The mandrel bar
inside the tube at this location makes the use of a radiometric-based
system impossible. Encouraged by the excellent reputation of Tecnar’s
latest laser ultrasonic technology and with the aim of acquiring new
manufacturing insights, Baosteel ran a project using the Lut 2.0 SPF in
their Shanghai plant for a few months.

In 2020, based on the positive results of this demonstration, Baosteel
adopted the laser ultrasonic technology and purchased a Lut 2.0 DPS
after a competitive tender process. The installation was completed in
December 2021. The Lut 2.0 DPS has since been routinely providing
additional insight into the rolls settings of the mandrel mill.
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Lut true data for daily use
by plant operator and plant
manager

Full cross-sectional
measurement

Accurate mean, minimum
and maximum wall
thickness profiles

Simple but detailed data interface provides operator and manager
with a quick glance, current production conditions. Batch trends, out
of specification roll settings, or wall thickness deviation are easily
seen on the Lut data display.

18True data

Learn more
about the

daily use of Lut



Easy maintenance for daily
use by plant operator

Quick glance to system
status

 

Simple instructions to
address issues

Easy routine maintenance
scheduling

 

Integrated calibration
validation

 

The Lut 2.0 is based on Tecnar’s 20 years’ experience in working in
steel plant. The system’s interface provides easy access for
maintenance information and simple online instructions to address
any issues.

Learn more
about the

daily use of Lut
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Lut Probe Scanner

11 20Drawing and dimensions



Lut Probe Fixed
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The ultimate 
wall thickness
gauge for 
hot seamless 
tube mills

1321 Hocquart
Saint-Bruno-de-Montarville Qc
Canada J3V 4B1
T +1 450 461 1221
sales@tecnar.com
lut.tecnar.com


